SCTE CASE STUDY
Powerful stories about the value of SCTE and how it strengthens the industry.

Cascade Range Chapter
A cornerstone of the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers’ organization
structure is the web of 72 chapters that provides local networking, professional development and SCTE
certification opportunities to current and prospective SCTE members in North America and beyond.
Chapter members historically have had higher levels of involvement in
SCTE activities, and share a commitment to educating broadband
engineers on the latest technologies and leadership skills.
The need for that training in the Pacific Northwest led to the formation in 1986 of an SCTE
meeting group that would evolve the following year into the Cascade Range Chapter. Since
its founding in 1986, Cascade has grown to more than 350 members who participate in:
training, study opportunities and certification; skills and knowledge competitions, such as the Cable Games; leadership
opportunities; vendor shows; national SCTE issues; and community relations activities.
By all measures, Cascade has had an impressive history. It has administered more than 110 all-day sessions to provide
technical training to its members; certified more than 100 technicians and engineers; established learning resources and
scholarship funds; and donated or volunteered to help non-profit groups, peers in the industry and others.
What makes the Cascade Range Chapter particularly notable, however, is how the organization balances the needs of multiple
constituencies, manages organizational change and takes innovative approaches to communication, learning and outreach –
all of which enable it consistently to meet its objectives.

Reaching Beyond Comcast

In an era of consolidation, the Cascade Range membership reflects the state of the industry: 75% of its members, as well as
77% of its entire Board, are employees of Comcast. A key part of the organization’s ongoing success is dependent on how
well it leverages the opportunities and resolves the challenges inherent in that situation.
For Cascade, a significant advantage has been the support of Comcast at the regional level. The recognition of the chapter’s
value by Mike Mason, regional vice president of technical operations, has created an environment that streamlines Cascade’s
ability to promote activities, recruit new members and communicate with membership within the Comcast organization.

At the same time, however, the Cascade Range Chapter has recognized the need to be mindful of other stakeholders,
including representatives of Charter Communications, Bend Broadband, Wave Broadband, Clear Creek Communications
and others. All are encouraged to influence program creation, speaker selection and other activities.
SCTE Region 3 director Randy Love, a co-founder of the chapter, notes that directors commit hours of travel and meeting time
to engage with other operators. Says Cascade Director Todd Gorder, like Randy Love a Comcast Employee: “We do our best
to involve all the local MSO’s in our Chapter. The truth is, we learn from them as much as they learn from us.”
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Using such diverse platforms as email, bulletin boards and “ambassadors” in every building, Cascade conveys the value of
SCTE and chapter programs, driving objectives that span three audiences at Comcast: involvement by members, recruitment
of non-members and increased visibility into SCTE activities by non-technical employees.

Maintaining Leadership Excellence

A critical ingredient in the ongoing success of Cascade has been the organization’s ability to maintain consistency of performance despite cyclical transitions in leadership. While there is no set plan for recruiting, grooming and transferring power to
new blood, there clearly are templates that have proven successful over time, including:
• Identification of prospective candidates from large and small MSOs and vendor companies who share the board’s passion
for ensuring the continued success of the chapter.
• Engagement with technical operations leaders as prospective board members, increasing their investment in the chapter
and allowing them to bring their leadership skills to the board along with a good assessment of training needs, optimum
dates for chapter activities and valuable vendor relationships.
• Active involvement of Associate Board members, enabling interested parties to “test the waters” before moving on to full
board seats – including sharing in the work load and providing additional sources of ideas for board consideration.
• Assignment of responsibilities and establishment of clear expectations, ensuring that all associate and full board members
are on committees so that they remain fully engaged in chapter activities and contribute to the success of the organization.
• Development of team approaches on committees by grouping people with differing strengths and personalities, so that
they might learn from one another and build business relationships while working toward a common goal.
• Increasingly, organizational tools that allow institutional knowledge to travel with the position, rather than remaining with
former officers. Cascade has invested in laptops for the secretary and treasurer so that all organizational files can be
transferred during transitions.

Approaches That Work

While the makeup of the board has been instrumental in the chapter’s success, what is equally important is the commitment
that is brought to Cascade activities and communication. Cascade’s board brings a business approach to chapter activities,
planning and promoting events for maximum impact and analyzing results to identify opportunities to improve results in the
future. Important processes are documented, distributed and stored on a server, i.e. detailed board meeting agendas and
minutes, board history, mailing lists, locally-written Vendor Show and CableGames Manuals.
Among the most important steps the chapter has taken have been those that are designed to make meetings more relevant
and accessible. Cascade proactively identifies and avoids sub-optimal dates and polishes agendas in an effort to keep meeting
attendance at the desired level of 70-80 or above. “If we have a meeting where we only have 20-30 people, we talk about it at
the next board meeting,” notes Gorder. “Did we miss the mark on the topic? Was there something else that kept people from
attending?”
In addition, Cascade has evolved meetings from highly technical engineering sessions to “split” meetings that include both a
highly technical, engineering-based element as well as a session on other issues that confront customer-facing front-line technicians. Among recent topics have been discussions on Safety, Customer Communication and other “soft skills.” “Sometimes
we get so caught up in technology that we forget that if we follow ‘Cable 101’ we’ll get to the right place,” says Gorder.
Leveraging SCTE’s tradition of sharing among chapters, Cascade also has instituted “micro-meetings,” a concept originated
by the New England Chapter. Micro-meetings are forums for chapter representatives and small groups of technicians to discuss a given technical subject, enabling the value of SCTE to be communicated to a targeted audience in an environment that
is more intimate than a formal chapter meeting. “Another way for us to get ourselves in front of people,” says Comcast’s Justin
Reynolds, treasurer for the Cascade Range Chapter.
Recently, Cascade also has increased resources that can help members “take charge of their careers” through SCTE and
other certifications. The chapter has created a lending library of SCTE training materials that allows study without the upfront
investment in educational resources, and chapter leaders are available to proctor certification exams. The result has been a
marked increase in newly certified individuals: After several years without a certification in the chapter, there were two in 2012,
17 in 2013 and 21 in the first half of 2014. (Source: the National website certification tracking by chapter, accessed 7/15/14.)
One additional vehicle for SCTE branding is the chapter’s strong commitment to community outreach. Cascade contributes
to several charitable organizations, including sponsorship of a local FIRST Robotics team, has established an annual college
scholarship for “up-and-coming” engineers within its footprint, and has assisted cable employees suffering loss from hurricanes and flooding. Several board members and their families also have volunteered time at the Oregon Food Bank each year
since 2010, alongside members of Women in Cable Telecommunications (WICT).
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To promote its wide range of activities, Cascade has created an equally vast array of communications vehicles.
These include:
• A comprehensive website of chapter activities, opportunities and other information at www.cascaderange.org;
• Printed and emailed chapter newsletters that include member testimonials;
• Chapter bulletin boards and flyers within individual engineering facilities;
• “Ambassadors” in individual facilities that build support for chapter activities;
• Databases of member and non-member meeting attendee;
• Email communication to members, and when possible, to non-technical members of the local cable workforces; and
• Regular mention of chapter board members and chapter activities at large group leadership meetings.

Results

While the Cascade Range Chapter’s organizational efforts have resulted in multiple SCTE awards, including 2001 and 2007
Chapter of the Year honors and 2011 Chapter Member of the Year laurels for Randy Love, the chapter feels it is more
important to point to accomplishments that benefit members directly. As of August 2014, Cascade had administered 119
all-day technical training sessions, certified 132 area technicians and engineers and coordinated 20 vendor shows.
On the national stage, the chapter has produced five SCTE Board members and sponsored attendance at SCTE Cable-Tec
Expo® and SCTE’s Chapter Leadership Conference by more than 35 chapter board leaders and competitors in the SCTE
International Cable-Tec Games.

Conclusion

During more than a quarter century as an SCTE Chapter, Cascade Range consistently has: balanced support from Comcast
with an inclusive approach that drives improvement in the industry at large; built a strong, engaged board and associate board;
and implemented a comprehensive set of learning, community outreach and communication tools. The result has been a
chapter that consistently helps cable engineers build the technical and customer-facing skills needed to advance their careers,
and creates external programs that enhance the image of cable engineering within the community at large.
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